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EUROPE AND 81\.LLISTIC MISSILE DEFENCE 

by Lawrence \V. Mart in 

Note: This paper is intended to facilitate recognition of 
topics for discussion. It is in no way a draft of the larger 
paper which will, it is hoped, result from the work of the 
conference. 

Discussion of ballistic missile defence, by experts as well as among 

the public, is frequently bedevilled by proceedinG" upon disparate assumptions. 

Sometimes debate revolves around the theoretical consequences of defence becoming 

possible after a period in which the offence was believed to be unanswerable. 

~mny of the conclusions of such debate would thus be ap~ropriate in practice 

only if perfect defence became obtainable. Other discussion concerns the more 

immediate and 'practical implications of the degree of defence made possible by 

existing technology. Even here, there is room for confusion as to whether we 

speak of the capabilities of the systems currently being dep::.oyed, of such 

syster.1s if more intensively established (the''thick" rather than tlie "thin", 

for example), or of extrapolations of technology already conceivable (particle 

barriers, lasers, all-phase interception, etc ... ). Moreover, in the popular 

debate at least, there has been no rigorous distinction between different 

strategic applications of defence technology between, for instance, population 

defence and installations intended to secure invulnerability of retaliatory forces. 

It will therefore be as well for us to make clear in our discussions which 

particular future possibilities underlie our conclusions. 

24 quai du 4-Septembre, 92 Boulogne-sur-Seine, Fr·ance 
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At present the Soviet Union appears to be qeploying, perhaps less 

than whole-heartedly, an area defence around the Moscow region, capable of 

early terminal interception, similar to the Nike-Zeus and utilising radiation 

effects as part of its distinctive mechanism. Other deployments, such as the 

Tall inn line, are now said by the Araerican Administration· to have no significant 

anti-missile capability, Two questions. of considerable it:portance arise : 

whether the Soviet Union will extend this deployment and whether much more 

sophisticated Russian systems will appear. Is the apparent hiatus in 

deployment evidence of Soviet disenchantment with the notion of defence as 

such or merely of dissatisfaction with the. existing model ? The pattern 

of Soviet procurement in other fields - naval weapons, for example - should 

warn us against surprise if a new system emerges after the first has lagged, 

leaving an apparent generation gap. 

The American Sentinel system, procurement of which was announced 

last year, is said to be an advanced area defence by exoatmospheric interception 

(Spartan) supplemented by some point protection of t:1e defensive installations 

(Sprint). Mr. McNamara's chief justification for this investment was defence 

against a light chinese attac:< of the kind conceivable in the next decade or so, 

though he and his spokesnen have also been willing to welcome the incidental 

ability to counter accidental firings and to inflict some attrition on an 

assault upon American landbased offensive missile sites by the Russians. To 

attempt a population defence against the Soviet Union would, according to 

Mr. HcJ:11il:laro.., be counter productive, merely servine; to stimplate the wholly 

adequate Russian capability for devising and producing off-setting counter

measures. Exactly when the relative costs of such a conpetition would be 

has now become a subject for hot contention. 

There has been some vacillation inilie explanation of why a 

counter-chinese system is necessary. ·Mr .. ClcNamnra' s initial justification 

on San Francisco in September, 1967, stressed supposed chinese irrationality 

as an explanation of why the overwhelming American deterrent thought satisfe.ctory 

against Russia would not suffice against China, Later glosses by other 
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officials minimized simple irrationality and emphasized the temptation the 

Chinese would be under to launch desperate pre!!mptive attacita durins the period 

when thej_r deterrent remained wholly vulnerable to an American first stril<e. 

The 1968 American posture statement, however, reverted very explicitly to the 

-presumably less transient and determinable- theme of irrationality, In 

recent months; Mr. Clifford and such spokesmen as Se11ator Henry Jacks on, have 

cast doubt on the Chinese rationale altoe-ether,arid :have entertained the notion, 

which has consistently been a suspicion in the mind of critics, that Sentinel 

should be regarded as the development stage of a defence against all-corners as 

well as a device to compel _Russia to neaotiate about the whole strate3ic balance. 

European reactions to these various developments are governed by the 

vital concern of America's allies, indeed of all nations, in the relations between 

the Super-powers and the state of the balance between them. Allies of America 

must view with alarm any deterioration in Soviet-American relations carrying 

with it the prospect of conflict. Equally they must have misgivings about any 

worsening of the relative military strength of the United States that might result 

in a real or supposed infirmity of purpose in resisting Soviet pressure. The 

second set of European concerns comprises the specific effects that BMD and 

reactions to it may have on Europe itself their consequences, for exanple, 

for the future of European nuclear forces and for the relationships of domin~nce 

or partnership within the Western alliance. 

The general trend of European reaction to the American decision to join 

Russia in the business of Bl1!ID has been overwhelmingly unfavorable. In assessing 

this reaction it seems fair to say that much official as well as public opinion 

has been ill-informed on the technological possibilities and prospects. Defence 

of retaliatory forces as an assurance of invulnerability , and thus of stabJ.lity, 

has received little discussion and the debate has almost exclusively concerned 

defence of population. Such a defence has been generally regarded as provocative 

and destabilizing by its tendency to erode an opponent's confidence in the 

assuredness of his retaliatory destructive capability and consequently to 

stimulate a compensatory increase in offensive forces, The vigour with which 

opposition on these lines is pushed is reinforced by a general scepticism as 



to whether any really effective defence is in fact attainable in the face 

of the wide variety of counter-measures so widely publicised by American 

scientific opponents of the Sentinel system, The thought that bad stratesic 

and political consequences raay flow from what are actually profitless efforts 

increases the irritation of critics, Indeed many of these critics, believinG 

as they do that the defence will work very badly under combat conditions but 

that the offence must build up his force upon pessimistic assumptions, anticipate 

that the· .results of a nuclear exchange would be more rathel' than less 

catastrophic in the presence of BMD. 

Many of the specific objections raised against BNID in Europe 

undoubtedly draw added vehemence from the belated recognition that there 

exists no natural, effortless technological plateau upon which a relatively 

cheap strategic stability can rest, A stratified series of related dangers 

is perceived : that BMD might combine with other 11ew technole:y, ouch as 

l\1IRVs, to breed faith in the rebirth of counter-force; that the effort-,, 

almost certainly successful, to prevent such a rebirth will stimulate a 

reinvigorated arms race with no natural stopping place like finite deterrence 

in an undefended world; and that such a race will entail &.deterioration in 

East-Vlest relations, bringing new strains within the Western nlliance. 

It is di-fficult to see how any of these anxieties can be decisively 

refuted or allayed other than by experience. The consequences of Bl\ID might 

indeed take these forms if the nations concerned choose to react in the ways 

suggested, whether or not abstract analysis supports the wisdom of such 

a course. We shall presumably wish to discuss the merits of this outlook, 

Here, however, it mny be sufficient to add one or two prelit1inary observations. 

All students of this question r.mst recognize that the outcome of 

.technoloe;ical and strateeic developr.tents in actual policy is more likely to be 

determined by the general atmosphere of internatio~nl relctions than is the 

contrary the case. One mi~ht well argue that Czechoslovakia will do more to 

affect East-West relatio~s and to set the l)ace of military competition than 

Sentinel. Certainly this would seem to be true of certai~ specifically 

European concerns such as the prospect for a European security system. 
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Within this overarching political context, the effects of pursuing 

BMD, in its present forms and beyond, upon strategic relations is a genuinely 

open matter for argument. The systems currently being procured, and even 

extensions o;f them into thick systems, appear quite incapable of placing a 

Super-power in· a position to strike another decisively with anything remotely 

approachine impunity, unless we assume that one side Sivcs up the technological 

competition altogether. The advent of ~ID is thus an undoubted stimulus.to 

further technological innovation and investment, given present day unrestricted fiJtra·

te:;ic relations hips, but it does· not do OU<'A to Jr.ilke CQUnterforca ·aDd ttrst.:cstril'e 

an attractive option. In its application to defence of retaliatory forces 

it is, indeed, a positive discouragement, It is not so clear, however, that 

deployme11t of BMD may not impose, as a countermeasure, tactics, such as salvo 

and saturation attacks, capable of affecting the results of nuclear war if it 

occurs. 

It may also be worth noting that the effect of BMD on the 

propensity to initiate nuclear war will vary according to the strategic and 

political circumstances. Would a nuclear power, possessed of substantial 

if less than perfect defences, behave precisely the same as an undefended 

power either in the early stages of a crisis - when subordinate decisions 

may be called for in what only later turns out to be a historical sequence 

leading to nuclear war - or in the very last stages of confrontation - when 

the atmosphere is pre1!mptive and when the alternative of mutual restraint 

may not seem to be available ? 

If it were to ap:>ear that even partial Bi\ID might affect nerve 

and conduct in crisis, we would have to discuss whether symmetrical or asymmet

rical deployment is preferable, Here, of course, we ente•· the broader question 

of nuclear parity, Mr. McNamara seems to have held the superficially 

l~radoxical view that numerical superiority of a hi~h order was both 

essential and incapable of affording effective strategic or political 

ascendancy. Presumably such a margin is valued as a desirable - but 

not generalisable - assurance of adequacy. One must asl: whether parity 



or superiority, whichever:w the preferable, is better or more attainable 

if Bl/ID forms part of the exchange ratio~· 
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Once again we must recall, however, that the strategic balance 

exerts its influence within a political framework, An inferior power may very 

well hesitate to run risks of nuclear war but the significance of this will 

depend upon whether it regards particular policies as being in fact risky, 

This assessment will depend as much on a general opinion of an opponent's 

character, resolution, and interest, as upon the precise state of the 

military balance. For Europeans, therefore, the overall image of America 

and the American relation to Europe is more important than wide variations 

in the order of battle, Nevertheless behaviour in military competition is 

itself one of the criteria of character, and a failure to undertake even 

dubious technological developrneda may be read as weakness by an opponent who 

values them hiehly, 

Finally, in discussio~ of the general considerations about BMD 

which affect European and others alike, there is the effect upon the arms 

race and the climate of political relations. It is certainly possible that 

the American adoption of Bi\ID may provoke energetic Soviet countermeasures 

of either the offensive or defensive l'ind. Until recently onB might have 

cited in rebuttal Russian assertions on their own belief that defensive 

weapons could not be provocative and called for no active responses, but 

perhaps the recent Soviet inclusion of defensive weapons in the range 

of forces upon which they are willing to talk about limitations has to 

be regarded as an abandonment of this position in its pure form, On the 

other hand, the Soviet Union, ns initiator of BMD deployment, is in a 

poor position to represent or even perhaps regard IDtiD ns alarming. By 

the same tol{en, Russian motives for investinG in BMD, havine preceded 

American deployment, may well prove impervious to offers to abstain or 

make other strategic concessions. We may wish to debate whether historically 

the Soviet Union has reacted sharply and directly to American strategic 
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programmes and, if it has, whether this is ns true of defensive as offensive 

systems. Can we be sure that, as Mr. McNamara seems to assume, the Soviet 

Union has assured destruction as an overriding strategic goal rather than 

some other notion of how wars should be threatened and fought ? What is 

the relative importance of political events and perceived strategic strengths 

in determining Soviet military dispositions ? It seems important to assess 

comparisons of Soviet~American qualitative and quantitative military strength 

in the ligt;h of differences in domestic politics, military structure , diplomatic 

purpose and geopolitical situation. Only thus can we appreciate how strategic 

questions appear to Russian eyes. 

The effect that BIVID may hnve on the readiness with which the 

Super-powers lnunch, threnten or plausibly seem to threnten hostilities 

is a matter of vital importance to the Western Europeans who, insofar as 

they do not rely on simple Soviet forbearance, depend en what is ultimntely 

American willine;ness to use nuclear weapons in their defence, In recent 

years, as the United States has become increasin~ly vulnerable to damage from 

a Russian attack, such American guaranties hnve become potentially more 

costly, Indeed, if we read Mr. McNamara's more recent posture statements 

literally, the United States does not expect stratee;ic nuclear weapons to 

do more than deter nuclear attack, though allied countries do contlinue 

to be explicitly included in at least this residual assurance. In the 

last resort, given the present balance of forces, European oafety 

depends upon Soviet lack of certainty that America might not, under 

indefinable circumstances, take what would prove a suicidal step. 

This situation, arising from inability or disinclination to 

establisb a conventional balance, •:loes not at present occasion any very 

liVely misgivings for the reason that hardly anyone believes that a serious 

test of the system will ta!<e place. If political relations in Europe 

continue to worsen, the debate over American credibility may reawaken, in 

which case BMD will form part of the balance to come under scrutiny. 

• 
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It is argued by advocates of an American counter-Chinese BMD system 

that the purchase of invulnerability in this way will prolong the credibility 

of the American guarantee of its Asian allies by extended deterrence, This 

argument is not readily transferable to Europe so long as it continues to be 

asserted that BMD can afford no substantial defence of population against a 

sophisticatGd at tacit. The casG would be different if we accepted the sum;estion 

rehearsed earlier that even· partpl defences might stiffen ioehaviour in crises, 

In doing this, we would have to take account of the possi;Jle reciprocal effect 

of Soviet defences on the Russian proclivity for talting risks, It ·!nay be 

added that, insofar as respect for American resolution has been bolstered by the 

American reputation for technolog.ical supremacy, American adoption of BMD may 

neutralize what would otherwise have been a Soviet advantage deriving from 

unilnteral exploitation of an impressive line of weapons, 

There is a contrary argument that American deployment of BMD may 

increase the exposure of Europe by enabling the United States to retire into 

"Fortress America'~, perhaps increasine; Russian need to use Europe as a hostage .. 

This is thought particularly possible because Europe has ceased to have any 

great signficance for the military security of the United States itself, a trend 

which there is at present little reason to expect ~ID to reverse, Yet it 

is dubious whether BhiD does much to justify such fears except in a misleadine;, 

symbolic way, The option of aba,doning Europe has always been open to 

America, especially since the advent of the ICffi~, which also brought the 

incentive, Moreover, such an abandonment is surely more likely to reduce 

than to increase Europe's value as a hostage, One mic;ht indeed argue 

that the requirements of penetratin~:: American active defence might well 

detract from the fire L>rought to bear on Europe, In any case it would surely 

be unsound to believe that American policy toward Europe will be dominated by 

this admittedly important technologic~.l development , The deep American 

commitment to security in Western Europe has always rested on more than the 

technical aspect of immediate military strategy, A more substantial source 

of anxiety is perhaps the American efforts, stimulated in part by BMD, to 

achieve a strateeic ~ vivendi with Russin, may result in reluctance 

to oppose Russian diplomacy as vigorously as hitherto, Quite obviously 

some comment upon the Czechoslovakia crisis implies that such a mechanism 



is already at worl<. 

Such thou[Ohts relate directly to the futvre of the Europeans' 

own nuclear forces. Complete dependence upon an alien power can never 

be wholly acceptable and everythinB· that casts doubt upon tha guarantee is 

inevitably the occasion for reviewing alternatives. BMD, however, is 

more conunonly said to undermine than to reinforce the case for s~nll nuclear 

forces by rendering them inca)able of 'penetrating to their targets. 

As a general weapon against nuclear proliferation, BMD has 

severe limitations, for many of the potential nuclear powers do not have 

Super-powers as enemies and are, moreOver, as anxtous to redress conventional 

as nuclenr balances·. For the Western :;!;uropeans th0 pt.cbl0m is certainly 

relevant; for their most ;,:>laus;.tle foe is the Soviet Union, although it 

is not u~terly inconceivab~e that nuclear forces could play a part in 

the internal affairs of a fra(3mentinG Western Eur9pe. 

Whether the French ancl British national. nuclear forces perform 

any useful service for their proprietors, with or without 3Ti·'iD, is a vexed 

question in its own right. While :f..t is never easy to produce a convincing 

account of the circumstances in which they might be usecl - and some recent 

efforts appear unusually strained - it is hard to b0lieve they have no 

bearine on the deterrent equation in Europe, as they certainly do UlJon 

political relations. If this is so, with the :>rocurement of BI\'ID lly 

Russia, destroy the effectiveness of the European forces or, iJerhaps 

more important, destroy the domestic basis of faith upon which they depend ? 

The latter possillility is im;,:>onclerable but there are saveral reasons 

for supposing thatt, insofar. o.s the European forces ha.ve any present 

military value, BMD will not readily invalidate them. 

The European delivery problem is now the same as that of the 

United States and it seems possible that the European could exploit n 

variety of methods not central to the Soviet-Amertcan strategic Lalance, 

incidentally imposins a burdensome defensive tnsk on ~1ussio.. It must 
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also be recalled that the current forms of Soviet lli~'are cenerally 

believed inferior to the American - themselves far from perfect - and 

cannot be deployed over the whole of even European Russia for years 

to come. The European forces are, after all, very probably superior 

to those that China can possess over the next decade or so and which 

nevertheless occasion the United States such anxiety, Admittedly 

Western Europe and China present very different targets and are 

doubtless also widely disparate in political will and ambition, 

The last observation bears directly upon the prospect 

10 

of Europe combining to produce the major, joint nuclear force of which 

she is economically and technologically ca?nble. To this possibility 

the objections are well-known. Most formidable· is the atsence of the 

will to do it and to spend the sums required upon armaments. Second 

comes the difficulty of establishing any 'institutions to control such 

a force; notions of joint trusteeship prior·to the realisation of true 

political unity almost certainly underestimate the tryine nature of 

nuclear decision-mai<inc;. Related to this problem is the special 

question of the role to be played b~ the German Federal Republic. None 

of these obstacles seems likely to be overcome by the incentive of 

overcomine Russian ~ID. Were political circumstances to become favourable 

to such developments, however, it is hiGhly improbable that Bl'.!D would 

be a decisive objection. 

The question frequently arises as to whether Europe should 

acquire BAID protection for itself. There being no large number of· hard 

tareets in Europe and little prospect of very many appearing, discussion 

must concern the defence of population. For this there are two main 

areuments, the first the direct purpose of reduamg damaee in the event 

of war, the second the removal of a sense of na!<ed inferiority in the 

years to come when Americans acquire protection. Such a sense miGht 

well develop even thouEh experts believed American protection aGainst 

Soviet attack to be ne~ligible. 
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The only plami.L>lo basis for European miD, for both technical 

and economic reasons, would be collaborative. In this case the problems 

of control mi~ht be less, because of the reactive nature of the force, the 

need for prearranced firinG plans and the possibility of en~ngemeat only over 

Western European territory. In Practice, one suspects the task of reaching 

agreement would nevertheless prove difficult. The German problem would 

a.lso not be wholly eradicated !Jeca.use, whatever arrangements were mnde; 

it would be easy for critics to aller;e that defe11sive weapons were a backdoor 

to proliferation of offensive weapons. The most decisive objection to 

European BMD, however, is the same s-eos-raphical situation that helps 

to perpetuate the plausibility of the European deterrcmts. Proximity 

makes avaiblable to the aussians too c;rent o. variety of methods 'for 

devastating Western Europe. Europeans hnvc shown remnrkn.bly little 

concern about the huge Soviet IRBH force aimed at them. This indifference 

reflects, one sUSlJects, the l-u."'lowledge that if Russia is determined to 

destroy Western Europe it can do so. The exact method employed thus 

ceases to be of absor1jine; interest. Europe raay o.~quire Bii/JD for a 

variety of reasons but it seer.1s unlikely at present that the strictly 

strateeic case for it Will L·e convincing. 

Europea~ reactions to. the American decision to procure. B!/ID 

have been much affected loy the decision to justify the move by reference 

to China.. While Europe mi2:ht not have welcomed an American programme of 

population d~f.ence .aGainst Russia., i-t;: would at least have bGen understood. 

The_ kind of ffii.ID once said to have been most -favored by the American 

milita_ry, defen_ce of. retaliatory forces, y.rould have rccei vec.l the best 

European reception o.s a.stabilizing influence, even though it ~ould _have 

been suspected as the entry of the damac;e-limitinc; wed(3e. To bus~ the 

j_ustifi_cation on 9hina was calculated to arouse the most sceptic_al reaction. 

Europe has_ been notoriously unsytlpatheti_c to .American anxieties nbout 

Chi.nn nnd ine:lined to resent Ameri-can preoccupation with Asia as a 

distra9-t;;ion f~om the ID:Ore important concerns of Europe .. By its alleged 
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provocative effects oa Russia, American BiYID o.r;a.inst China falls neatly 

into the catec;ory of policies by which the United States ei1clnngers 

European security for illusory purposes in Asia. Bo.sinc; :the case on 

China also undermines faith in the policy of a.ctive, offensive, extended 

deterrence upon which Europe's own security must rest. Moreover, if the 

case of China were accepted as concluSive, no concessions by Russio. 

could justify the total American abstention from BMD for which some 

European hope as the rGsult of nrr.;s coatrol ac;reel!lents. All of these 

objections o.re compounded by doubts ns to whether the types of intervention 

in Asia that America. is likely to undertn;.-ce will real.ly be of a. kind 

that would make n Chinese nuc}.ear strike on America a remotely plausible 

possibility. 

The effect that BVID will have upon prospects for O.NlS control 

is a lnre·e subject in its own ric;ht with perhaps l~ttle special sic;nificai1Ce 

for Europe except insofar ns it may affect the maj_n Russia:11-American 

strater~ic balance upon which Europe is so peculiarly depe!idant. Fears 

that 3MD will accelerate the nuclear arms rnce have zeaerated suggestions 

that BMD should be forbiddan or limited by agreement. Such proposals 

have been reinforced by e1e arGument that the unrestricted pursuit 

of a major new branch of technology would run counter to the demnd 

of non-nuclear powers that the price of a non-proliferation treaty 

should. be tbe acceptance ty the'Saper-powers of curbn on their own 

arsenals. l.lany also believe that large pror;ramraes of BMD will result 

in increased production of fissile material, cutting off hopes of 

progress toward control in this fie.ld. Research into advanced forms 

of defence may also constitute an incentive to intensify nuclear 

testing. Anti-missile work has already much accelerated the pace 

of under13&'ound test in::·:, thereby impairing the chances of securinr; u 

comprehensive testba:n. If an allow BI'dD race were to bec;in, the 

pressures to resume atmospheric testin~ and thereby approximate more 

closely operational conditions for system tests mi3ht also e;row heavier, 

thourr,h the political inhibitions would be inunense. 
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Vlhatever restrainsts on the de?loyr.lent of BMD were instituted, 

energetic research o.nd developmei.1t, wi t~1-accompo.nying tempt at ion to deploy, 

must be expected to continue, for the rewo.rds .of a break tlu::oa_gh o.re too 

great to concede the sole possibility to an opponent, l,loreover, much of 

the offensive technology, sucl1 as MIRVs, which cri tics are inclined to 

associate with Bi•ID, hove purposes and dynor.iics of their own. The easy 

achievement of a virtual standstill in sophisticated weapon technology 

simply by an attack on Bii!D is certainly a delusion. 

There is a school of thou~ht that argues with some force that 

strate[;iC stability mie;ht be more readily ottaino1.Jle with rather than 

without Bl'.ID. According to this view a mix of offensive o.nd defensive 

weapons aould establish a situation in which the results of war would be 

less catastrophic than ore assured b:ll the hic:;h levels of assured 

destruction sought uy present American policy, but still far too 

terrible to ms!<e the initiation of nuclear war a remotely attractive 

option. One's judr;erJentdlf this nrawnent will depend. o.s much on 

assumptions about the underlying psychological foundations of the present 

stroteeic bo.lonce o.s on the technolo~ical possibilities. It is nlso 

not enour::h to decide the question purely on a bilateral basis. If 

developments elsewhere in the international system, such as proliferation, 

provide the Super-powers with incentives extraneous to their mutual 

relations to persist with BMD, then the alternatives may well appear 

different. It r.toy be relevant to reflect that Russia, the pioneer of mm' 
deployment, has for many yen.rs faced o. multiplicity· of nuclear opponents. 
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